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FOREWORD

Much of today’s defense literature calls for new ways of thinking, ways that appreciate the challenges of a new millennium. Yet, we find surprisingly little that is new in our nation’s current strategy documents, particularly those regarding homeland security. Ideas that helped us achieve victory in the 20th century—an age marked by the Cold War and industrial-age thinking—may only hinder us as we strive for strategic success in an era shaped more and more by the forces of globalization.

With this concern in mind, Lieutenant Colonel Antulio J. Echevarria II and Professor Bert Tussing have examined the scope and substance of our National Strategy for Homeland Security (NSHS). Disturbingly, they find that the NSHS fails to address the challenges that globalization poses for the security of the American homeland. The NSHS focuses primarily within the nation’s borders and lacks a comprehensive approach to the problem of homeland security, a problem of global proportions. To remedy these deficiencies, the authors propose a strategic way—a Global Defense-in-Depth—that, among other things, employs some of the opportunities afforded by globalization to address its challenges.
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SUMMARY

In July of last year, the Bush administration published the National Strategy for Homeland Security (NSHS) which, while commendable in many ways, failed to take into account the effects of globalization in planning for the nation’s security. Safeguarding America’s homeland in an era of globalization requires a more comprehensive approach based on a “global defense-in-depth.”

The NSHS amounts to little more than a strategic directive for the newly formed Department of Homeland Security (DHS), rather than a national strategy. It focuses principally on activities that take place within the nation’s borders, making only a brief genuflection to the need for international cooperation. Other than a passing reference to Northern Command and its envisioned responsibilities in civil support, the NSHS fails to address the roles that the U.S. military’s combatant commands should play. Finally, the NSHS fails to incorporate newly emerging technologies into an overarching strategic concept, or way, that would contribute to keeping Americans safe.

To be sure, an internal focus with regard to protecting the homeland is at least partially warranted. However, the NSHS’s shortsightedness overlooks the ways in which globalization—which is increasing the real and virtual mobility of people, things, and ideas worldwide—exacerbates the problem of safeguarding the homeland. The increased mobility of people, things, and ideas means that an attack against the American homeland need not take place on U.S. soil, and that the range of potential negative effects that could result from such attacks has increased. Consequently, America’s homeland security challenge cannot be seen as merely a national problem; it is a problem of global dimensions.

To address homeland security in terms of today’s challenges requires a global perspective. Accordingly, the NSHS should establish a “global defense-in-depth” characterized by an improved defensive coverage that uses a worldwide continuum of networked surveillance and intelligence-gathering systems to cover multiple intercept points for people, weapons, and dangerous materials, and that is linked to resources dedicated to reacting instantly to identified threats. This network must also include local law enforcement
agencies and organizations. One logical nexus for tying together these various elements is the new Terrorist Threat Integration Center (TTIC), established May 1, 2003. Much of the technology necessary to begin erecting such a continuum already exists, or is under development.

A global defense-in-depth would entail extending the deployment of permanent chemical, biological, and radiological sensors—such as those currently being deployed in major U.S. cities and subway systems—beyond U.S. borders to key population centers overseas. It would also involve continuous monitoring and tracking of suspected terrorists and other criminals. While legal constraints can—and should—limit the monitoring or tracking of personnel within the United States, such restrictions do not apply to monitoring physical structures, such as high-security areas and key pieces of infrastructure like bridges, tunnels, airports, and border crossings. In terms of cyber-security, a global defense-in-depth would employ a more decentralized approach based on the cooperation and vigilance of individuals worldwide in both the public and private sectors. It would also include political, economic, and socio-cultural forms of national power in critical roles aimed at crushing an immediate threat as well as bringing about changes that would prevent its resurgence. All of this will, of course, require significant international cooperation centered on a coherent agenda that includes forums through which participating nations, particularly poorer ones, have opportunities to air their concerns about the unintended consequences of a global defense-in-depth.

Recommendations.

- The DHS, the DoD, the intelligence community, and other federal agencies and organizations must think of homeland security—in all of its dimensions—in global terms. All of the regional combatant commands, for example, have geographic responsibilities under homeland security, and as a minimum their Theater Cooperation Programs (TCPs) should be integrated into the NSHS.
• The next iteration of the NSHS should feature as its centerpiece a global defense-in-depth—a seamless continuum characterized by greater intelligence capabilities, enhanced visibility of areas and objects of concern, and multiple types of rapid intercept capabilities. Such a continuum will require a reexamination of the division of responsibility between DHS and DoD to ensure command and control are transferred effectively.

• DoD should invest more in the research and development of dual-use technologies appropriate for military forces as well as law enforcement agencies. Concurrently, DoD should do a better job of informing DHS (and the other organizations that play a role in homeland security) of existing dual-use technologies as well as those currently under development.

• The NSHS and the national security strategy must complement each other. Efforts to defend the homeland against immediate threats should complement those aimed at achieving peace and stability abroad.

• The NSHS should do more than refer to the need for international cooperation; it should outline a general plan for building that cooperation.
FROM “DEFENDING FORWARD”
TO “GLOBAL DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH”:
GLOBALIZATION AND HOMELAND SECURITY

In July of last year, the Bush administration published the National Strategy for Homeland Security (NSHS), which quickly became the centerpiece for domestic preparedness in the United States.\(^1\) While commendable in many ways, the strategy’s focus was noticeably insular, lacking an essential global perspective in planning for the nation’s security. Not surprisingly, therefore, the NSHS’s supporting documents—The National Strategy for Combating Terrorism, The National Strategy for the Physical Protection of Critical Infrastructures and Key Assets, and The National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace—suffer from the same deficiency.\(^2\) Except for occasional references to information technologies such as “virtual networks” and the “internet,” the NSHS appears more appropriate for addressing the threats of the 20th century than those of today. Such a narrow and outdated perspective hardly inspires confidence. Indeed, it raises doubts about the strategy’s potential effectiveness in an era that experts agree is being shaped definitively by the forces of globalization.\(^3\) For purposes of this study, globalization means the enhanced mobility of people, things, and ideas. It is a phenomenon that began not in the late-20th century, but in the mid-19th with the advent of revolutionary communication and transportation technologies such as the telegraph and the steam ship. As these technologies matured during the 20th century, they contributed to a general increase in the speed and volume of travel and communications, thereby enlarging the amount of interaction among societies and essentially making the world a “smaller place.”\(^4\)

Although the effects are more pronounced in some areas than in others, the enhanced mobility of people, ideas, and things associated with globalization means that we must think differently about homeland security. Put simply, the protection of America’s homeland can neither begin nor end at the nation’s borders. Like the proverbial circle that has no discernable start or end point, our strategy for homeland security must be global in perspective.
and have no perceivable gap. In a phrase, safeguarding America’s homeland will require a “global defense-in-depth.”

**Deficiencies in the National Strategy for Homeland Security.**

To be sure, the NSHS is based on sound principles, as far as they go. However, in today’s highly mobile “global village,” they simply do not go far enough. In fact, the NSHS amounts to little more than a strategic directive for the newly formed Department of Homeland Security (DHS), rather than a national strategy.⁵ The objectives—or ends—outlined in the NSHS, for example, are reasonable, if obvious: to prevent terrorist attacks within the United States, to reduce America’s vulnerability to terrorism, and to minimize the damage of attacks that do occur. The strategy’s concepts—or ways—are also sound, if too few in number, resting mainly on the idea of establishing the Department of Homeland Security to accomplish six critical missions: intelligence and warning, border and transportation security, domestic counterterrorism, protecting critical infrastructure and key assets, defending against catastrophic threats, and emergency preparedness and response. Finally, the resources—or means—it proposes to achieve its desired ends are also logical, if only vaguely described. They include not only the assets of any number of federal and local agencies, but the many valuable resources that derive from civil law, science and technology, information sharing and systems, and international cooperation.⁶ However, the bulk of these mission areas pertain principally to activities that take place within the nation’s borders.

Moreover, the document makes only a brief genuflection to the theme of international cooperation, stating that America’s strategy for protecting the homeland “cannot stop at our borders” and that the United States must pursue an international agenda to counter global terrorism and to improve its homeland security.⁷ Unfortunately, it stops short of saying anything of substance about the content of that agenda. This oversight is particularly egregious since the cooperation expected from many European nations in the wake of 9/11 has thus far either failed to materialize or has been much less than expected.⁸ Clearly, we must take more effective measures abroad.
Furthermore, the NSHS fails to address the roles that the U.S. military’s combatant commands should play. Each of the regional combatant commands, and to a certain extent even the functional combatant commands, have numerous resources that can and do contribute to the nation’s homeland security efforts. A combatant commander’s Theater Cooperation Program (TCP), for instance, is a plan for providing U.S. support to friends and allies, but it can also provide similar guidance to multilateral national security and law enforcement agencies for exchanging vital intelligence. Even more directly, a TCP can help generate cooperative efforts against terrorism, such as the one currently taking place between the United States and the Philippines. While the NSHS mentions Northern Command and its envisioned role in civil support, the document makes no reference to the command’s responsibilities in Homeland Defense, nor how it should coordinate those responsibilities with the other combatant commands.

Finally—and perhaps most critically—the NSHS fails to incorporate newly emerging technologies, many of which are associated with the ongoing revolution in information technology, into an overarching strategic concept that would contribute to keeping Americans safe. While its ends are imminently agreeable, without viable ways they are merely a wish list. Indeed, in many respects, the ends and means are the least complex elements of any strategy. They amount to a statement of the desirable in the first case and an assessment of the available in the second. The real substance of any strategy lies in the ways, or the concepts; that is, how the responsible parties expect to get things done. Here a strategy’s designers reveal whether they appreciate the challenges they must address to achieve their aims. Without coherent ways, a strategy runs the risk of degenerating into a host of ad hoc actions that will undoubtedly fail to make the best use of limited resources. Effective ways can pull the ends and means of a strategy together into a series of coherent actions and inspire confidence at the same time.

To be sure, an internal focus with regard to protecting the homeland is at least partially warranted. After all, the United States is the richest, most open, and most developed nation on earth with over 4.5 million square miles of territory, 95,000 miles of shoreline, 7,500 miles of land borders, and 286 million citizens to protect. It has the
world’s most extensive critical infrastructure, with some 1.4 million miles of oil and natural gas pipelines, 104 nuclear reactor facilities, 300 major seaports, and 400 major airports. The dramatic drop in air travel after the events of September 11, 2001, demonstrated how an attack against any major portion of this infrastructure could have significant economic consequences. Similarly, an attack against the U.S. agriculture and livestock infrastructures would likely result in severe repercussions for the nation’s economy. Likewise, an attack against the country’s vast recreation and entertainment industries—which include thousands of sports arenas, amusement parks, shopping malls, and other public places—would also result in a severe psychological and economic blow to Americans. Overlooking such vulnerabilities in favor of an external focus would be tantamount to trading one form of myopia for another.

However, the NSHS’s particular form of myopia overlooks the ways in which globalization—or the increased real and virtual mobility of people, things, and ideas worldwide—exacerbates the problem of safeguarding the homeland. This enhanced mobility means two things. First, the sheer volume of traffic passing through the nation’s borders renders it impractical to stop all but a few vehicles long enough to perform detailed security checks. In 2000, for example, some 489 million people, 139 million motor vehicles, 2.2 million rail cars, 289,000 aircraft, 7.5 million maritime cargo containers (or 1 container every 20 seconds), and 211,000 sea vessels entered the United States or were processed at U.S. ports of entry. And, more than $9 billion in goods pass through U.S. points of entry every day. Notably, this flow of people, vehicles, and goods cannot be interrupted without adversely affecting the nation’s economy. Moreover, America’s economy sets the pace for the rest of the world, producing 30-50 percent of the world’s food exports and 19 percent of its energy. It must, therefore, remain open to commerce, not only because the nation’s vital interests are at stake, but because any significant stoppage of trade would undoubtedly have a serious economic effect globally.

Second, terrorists or other nefarious actors need not strike America directly in order to cause harm to U.S. citizens within the homeland. The greater speed of travel that has fed globalization
means that an attack against the American homeland need not take place on U.S. soil. A biological attack against Canada or Mexico, for instance, could quickly put U.S. citizens at risk, as well as people in many other parts of the world. Likewise, an attack against certain kinds of Canadian infrastructure would also have a disruptive effect on various types of U.S. infrastructure. Thus, as the world becomes more interconnected due to globalization, the range of negative effects that might result from such attacks will undoubtedly increase, giving new meaning to the so-called strategy of the indirect approach. Consequently, America’s homeland security challenge cannot be seen as simply a national problem; it is a problem of global dimensions.

**Toward a Global Defense-in-Depth.**

To address homeland security as a global challenge, the NSHS must have a global perspective. Put differently, it must regard homeland security in terms of a “global defense-in-depth” rather than the more linear—and still dominant—concept of “defending forward” made popular in the 1940s. The current notion of defending forward essentially divides the globe into two geographic and spatial zones: 1) the Homeland Zone, which includes the land, sea, air, and space areas of all states, territories, possessions, and surrounding waters out to 500 nautical miles; and 2) the Forward Zone, which encompasses all remaining air, land, sea, and space areas.

Unfortunately, this idea reflects 20th century thinking in which threats came primarily in the form of aircraft, missiles, and ground troops, and in which the United States maintained a forward presence to deter its adversaries and would-be aggressors. The increasing speed of travel and access afforded by globalization mean that dividing the world into forward and homeland (or rear) areas makes little sense. Terrorists are no longer as limited by space and time as they once were; nor should we assume that they will base themselves in distant geographic regions, that is, in the Forward Zone. They are already “within the wire,” so to speak. While most of Al Qaeda’s recruits still come from so-called source countries located in the Forward Zone, others come from areas within or adjacent to the Homeland Zone. In addition, as a number of homeland security
experts have pointed out, many of the materials that terrorists required to execute their designs did not come from remote areas. The explosive devices used in the 1993 attack on the World Trade Center, the 1995 bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, and the 2001 destruction of the World Trade Center all came from within the United States and were carried out by terrorists already in our country.\textsuperscript{21} Therefore, effective homeland security in the 21st century requires a perspective that sees defense in terms of a fully integrated and seamless global continuum—that is, a global defense-in-depth.

The essential difference between the concept of defending forward and that of a global defense-in-depth is that the latter is predicated on achieving enhanced visibility and improved defensive coverage throughout a global continuum. The former, by contrast, conveys the sense that the threat is located somewhere along a forward “crust” beyond U.S. borders, and that defeating it \textit{there} equates to security \textit{here}. The new Container Security Initiative (CSI) being implemented by Bureau of Customs and Border Patrol (BCBP), the U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Navy for the inspection of container ships illustrates the idea of enhanced visibility more clearly.\textsuperscript{22} CSI enables increased (some would say total) visibility of shipping containers—of which nearly 7.5 million arrive at U.S. seaports annually—from their point of origin to their final destination.\textsuperscript{23} Satellites and other communications equipment continuously track a ship’s progress, transmitting its identity, speed, position and course until it arrives at its port of delivery along with its cargo. Currently, 15 of the 25 major international ports that have agreed to participate are already operational.\textsuperscript{24} CSI not only allows for continuous tracking of the cargo, thereby ensuring it is not tampered with in transit; it also greatly reduces inspection and processing time at sea ports, since the system can verify that the containers remained sealed until arriving at the destination port. If the ship arrives with some seals broken in transit or visibility of it was lost, the cargo is not off-loaded and the ship is turned away.

Applying the same principle of enhanced visibility to other endeavors, the concept of global defense-in-depth can assist in defeating any number of threats. For example, by reading residual
effusions in the air, laser remote optical sensing systems mounted on aircraft can determine whether chemical, biological, nuclear, and radiological weapons (as well as narcotics) are being produced at any given location. They can also track the movement of such weapons or illegal substances by monitoring the effusions from a cargo container, a vehicle, or even an individual who has handled the weapons or substances. If arrayed in depth globally, such airborne lasers could provide early warning of the preparation and approach of dangerous or illegal materials, which military forces or appropriate law enforcement officials could then intercept. We should not forget that terrorists need not transport chemicals, nuclear materials, and biological agents themselves, but could simply target any one of the 38,000 facilities within the United States that store hazardous materials, or one of our more than 100 nuclear power plants. Indeed, some sources report that such an attack is more likely than scenarios in which terrorists smuggle dangerous materials into the United States. Such a capability could also augment our defense against cruise missiles, many of which might otherwise be launched from offshore container ships or similar types of land vehicles with little or no warning.

A global defense-in-depth would entail extending the deployment of permanent chemical, biological, and radiological sensors—such as those currently being deployed in major U.S. cities and subway systems—beyond U.S. borders to key population centers overseas. Currently, in a system known as Biowatch, more than 31 U.S. cities have a system of sensors in place capable of detecting the presence of pathogens such as smallpox and anthrax. Similarly, more than 250 radiation detection devices are deployed in and around major U.S. points of entry to detect and deter the entry of radiological material into the country. At present, such sensors, located in and around major American cities, can provide indication of a major bioterrorism attack within 12 hours of its initiation. In terms of casualties, this means that if someone released two pounds of anthrax from a tall building in New York City, the death toll would be reduced from 120,000 to 70,000 people. Clearly, Biowatch, while better than no warning system at all, has room for improvement. One way to enhance it is to expand it—thereby extending its zone of warning—by building a global network of mobile and permanent sensors,
augmented with airborne lasers that can detect the preparation and transportation of hazardous materials, all of which would be connected to multiple central command and control facilities. A global Biowatch system of this sort could enable U.S. authorities to identify an attack much earlier and would provide them more time to take the necessary prophylactic and other measures.

A global defense-in-depth would also involve applying similar concepts of continuous monitoring and tracking to suspected terrorists and other criminals. As the recent capture of Khalid Sheik Mohammed suggests, such tasks have the potential to yield the most profitable results, from the names and whereabouts of other terrorists to critical information about future attacks. Fortunately, our ability to share databases and other information among our intelligence agencies, and those around the world, has improved greatly since 9/11, though we still have a long way to go. Initiatives such as “Combat Zones That See” (CTS), now under development by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), will use networks of thousands of computers and cameras to track, record, and analyze every vehicle in a foreign country, as well as, in many cases, drivers and passengers. Over 40 million surveillance and other types of cameras are already in use around the world, with some 300 million expected by 2005. While legal constraints can—and should—limit the use of such devices to track personnel within the United States, such restrictions do not apply to monitoring physical structures, such as high-security areas and key pieces of infrastructure like bridges, tunnels, airports, and border crossings. Other programs, such as the United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator (US VISIT), that will use biometric and other technologies to help track foreign visitors as they enter and leave the country, could augment CTS. Yet, as the Travel Industry Association of America warns, we must take care not to discourage international travelers—who spend billions of dollars on travel and tourism while here—from visiting the United States. Also, in the area of personnel activities especially, technology alone is not the answer. Terrorists will undoubtedly attempt to find “workarounds” to carry out their plans. In this regard, bolstering our human intelligence resources worldwide through the recruitment of field operatives and analysts must remain a top priority; they will provide
critical links in any global defense-in-depth.\textsuperscript{37}

The concept of a global defense-in-depth would also apply to cyber defense, but somewhat differently. While recent research shows that cyber attacks may prove less useful to terrorists than originally thought, they continue to pose a real threat in terms of their potential utility in crime, espionage, and as a force-multiplier when used in conjunction with physical attacks.\textsuperscript{38} In terms of cybersecurity, a global defense-in-depth would need to come from the cooperation and vigilance of individuals worldwide in both the public and private sectors. In other words, it will require a more decentralized approach. Only widespread, constant awareness and reporting of cyber intrusions and attacks can help limit the damage caused by such acts and offer data that might assist in the prevention of other attempts. As the \textit{National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace} points out, a number of initiatives and systems are in place or are being established to facilitate the reporting of malicious cyber activity.\textsuperscript{39} However, U.S. policymakers must learn to recognize the growing interdependence among international economies and put greater emphasis on cooperation among nations to counter cyber threats.

One logical nexus—and by no means the only one—for tying together the various components of global defense-in-depth is the new Terrorist Threat Integration Center (TTIC), established May 1, 2003. The TTIC—composed of elements from the Department of Homeland Security, the FBI's Counter-Terrorism Division, the Counterterrorism Center of the Director of Central Intelligence, the Department of Defense, the Department of State, and the larger intelligence community—serves as a "hub" for terrorist, or threat-related information collected domestically or abroad and provides threat assessments for America's national leadership.\textsuperscript{40} However, the effective functioning of the TTIC will first require resolving a number of issues, such as which federal agency or organization should control the center. The TTIC—an all-source threat intelligence analysis entity—has been placed under the direction of the Director of Central Intelligence, but the Homeland Security Act gave the DHS responsibility for all-source terrorist threat analysis.\textsuperscript{41} Similarly, local law enforcement agencies and organizations should be tied into the network, and standardized policies and procedures should be adopted to facilitate intelligence transfer and to assist in shortening
response times.

For obvious reasons, a global defense-in-depth requires unity of command. However, the establishment of DHS created a division of responsibility in which DoD focuses primarily beyond the nation’s borders—except in emergencies or other extraordinary circumstances—and DHS concentrates principally within them, thereby creating an obvious seam in terms of command and control in what should be a seamless continuum. One way to remedy this problem is to place all defense and border security functions—as carried out by the U.S. Coast Guard, the Directorate for Border and Transportation Security, and the Directorate for Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection, for example—under DoD, which in any case traditionally has had responsibility for the nation’s defense. This solution would leave incident management—as performed by the directorate for Emergency Preparedness and Response, for example—and other functions under DHS and would eliminate the seam that exists at present. DoD would provide military assistance to civilian authorities in much the same way it does currently. Put differently, restoring unity of command (and control) to achieve a global defense-in-depth will require rethinking the division of responsibilities between DoD and DHS.

In terms of architecture, a global defense-in-depth would consist of a series of networked surveillance and intelligence gathering systems; multiple intercept points for people, weapons and dangerous materials; and resources dedicated to reacting instantly to identified threats as the need arose. While there is a great deal of dialogue about globalization, there appears to be little genuine understanding of how the technologies associated with it can be applied to improve our security. Many of the technologies necessary to begin erecting a global defense-in-depth already exist, or are under development. For instance, the administration’s “Smart Borders” initiative, which screens personnel and shipments that flow through U.S. borders daily, has a substantial technological component, and is already functional. In addition, the DoD is developing a number of dual-use technologies, some of which have been discussed above, that can support any number of initiatives. Indeed, as one of the initiatives associated with Defense Transformation, the U.S. military is already revamping its global communications infrastructure. This
infrastructure can serve as the architectural foundation for global defense-in-depth. As Kathryn Condon, former Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Army for Military Support, acknowledged, “technology transfer could be DoD’s biggest contribution to homeland security.”

To succeed, the concept of a global defense-in-depth would require more than the vague reference to international cooperation mentioned in the NSHS. Instead, the NSHS should outline a general plan that reflects where it intends to go and how it intends to get there. For example, step one of such a plan should be to build an international consensus acknowledging that all responsible nations have a stake and a role in defeating terrorism. Second, the plan should include a brief description of the concept of a global defense-in-depth, a defense that—it should be emphasized—would extend to all stakeholders. Third, it should state that various forums will be created for addressing the unintended consequences that might affect participating nations, particularly poorer ones. The CSI, for instance, might enhance security at the world’s 20 largest ports while unintentionally limiting the opportunities for developing nations to export their goods to the United States, and other countries. The plan need not be so detailed and rigid as to be inflexible, but it must be coherent enough to attract other nations to participate.

A coherent plan centering on a global defense-in-depth would provide important guidance for the United States and other nations to begin developing bilateral and multilateral agreements permitting the deployment of certain systems and their supporting infrastructures in strategic locations. It would also help interested nations to begin establishing relationships that would better facilitate information-sharing and operational cooperation making intercept of dangerous personnel and cargo both more effective and more efficient. One strategic forum (among others) for laying the groundwork for such a plan and the necessary types of cooperation it entails is the Global Partnership against the Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction, which was announced by the leaders of the Group of Eight (G-8) in June 2002. The G-8 established the Global Partnership to “prevent terrorists, or those that harbor them, from acquiring or developing nuclear, chemical, radiological and biological weapons; missiles; and related materials, equipment and
technology.” Although most of the partnership’s initial projects were focused on Russia and the other states of the former Soviet Union, new efforts are underway to expand the initiative into a broader Global Coalition against Catastrophic Terrorism around the World.

Furthermore, as previously mentioned, the NSHS should incorporate the combatant commanders’ TCPs into its strategy for safeguarding America. The TCPs can help establish and expand a network of regional zones of security comprised of multiple collective-security arrangements and arms control agreements. The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) is an example of just such a collective security arrangement. Its members—some 55 states—share core values, institutions, and interests. The OSCE approach to security is comprehensive and co-operative: comprehensive in dealing with a wide range of security-related issues including arms control, preventive diplomacy, confidence- and security-building measures, human rights, democratization, election monitoring and economic and environmental security; co-operative in the sense that all OSCE-participating states have equal status, and decisions are based on consensus. The OSCE has fielded dozens of advisor teams on missions across Europe and Central Asia to monitor and promote respect for human rights and democratic processes, including free elections, free speech, and the rule of law.

The day-to-day work of this type of security cooperation should become a high-priority effort for the U.S. defense establishment. Such work will undoubtedly require time and other limited resources, but can pay great dividends by building strategically valuable bilateral and multilateral relationships to assist the United States in conducting counter-terrorism operations abroad. U.S. military forces would thus not only respond to terrorist threats more effectively, they would also contribute proactively to building effective working relationships with any number of host nations. The key is to have the TCPs tied to each other through a strategic document such as the NSHS and, in turn, tied to the idea of erecting a global defense-in-depth.

Political, economic, and socio-cultural forms of national power could also play a proactive role in protecting the homeland through a global defense-in-depth. Most experts agree that military action
alone will not defeat terrorism. Evidence suggests that social and economic development policies can weaken local support for terrorism activities, and social and economic development can deter terrorist recruitment. However, they will probably not eliminate terrorism; in fact, if they are mismanaged, they can re-ignite it. Nonetheless, the point is that the U.S. strategy for protecting the homeland should speak to America’s efforts to achieve security through diplomatic, social, and economic initiatives abroad. Such initiatives would constitute additional proactive elements in a global defense-in-depth. Successful strategies for combating terrorism seem to have two prongs: one aimed at crushing the immediate threat, and the other at bringing about changes that prevent its resurgence. Such social and economic development policies—inexplicably missing from the NSHS—would ably complement a global defense-in-depth by laying the groundwork for striking at some of the roots of terrorism.

Conclusion.

The idea of establishing a global defense-in-depth represents a small, but extremely significant, shift in our thinking about homeland security; it’s a perspective that is broad enough to appreciate the requirements as well as the opportunities presented by globalization. Accordingly, along with an internal focus—which, as previously mentioned, ought to remain a critical component of our homeland security strategy—the NSHS should include a strategic way involving the construction of a robust, global defensive network. As a strategic way, a global defense-in-depth would assist directly in accomplishing the first two ends outlined in the NSHS, namely, preventing terrorist attacks within the United States, and reducing America’s vulnerability to terrorism. In terms of means, it would take advantage of various characteristics of globalization, especially emerging information technology, sensors and surveillance devices, and information sharing among law enforcement, the military, and the public and private sectors.

Unfortunately—and inexplicably—neither the NSHS nor any of the other documents related to homeland security pay sufficient attention to this important way in the discussion of ends, ways, and
means. Yet, if we consider these documents collectively, their intent can hardly be accomplished without it. Instead, they approach the challenge of securing the homeland in a compartmentalized fashion, reflecting an egregious lack of perspective, especially since homeland security becomes synonymous with national security at the strategic level. The NSHS should establish a genuinely global and strategic focus that each supporting document should emulate.

In today’s global environment, it is imperative to think of homeland security in terms that extend beyond national borders. Actions that involve the closing of U.S. borders or disrupting the flow of people and goods through them would clearly affect the United States’ and the world’s economies adversely. Therefore, America’s homeland security strategy must go beyond the notion of defending as far forward as possible; it must reflect a defense based on a seamless, global continuum. To make homeland security work in the 21st century, America should move from a “defend forward” mentality to one based on a “global defense-in-depth.” The nation’s homeland security strategy must reflect an understanding of globalization not only for the challenges it poses, but also for the solutions it offers. Above all, it must inspire confidence in the American public.

Recommendations.

- The DHS, the DoD, the intelligence community, and other federal agencies and organizations must think of homeland security—in all of its dimensions—in global terms. Globalization is making many of the tasks associated with national security too complex for anything less than a global perspective. For example, all of the regional combatant commands—not just Northern Command—should have geographic responsibilities under homeland security, and as a minimum their TCPs should be integrated into the NSHS.

- The next iteration of the NSHS should have a global defense-in-depth (in spirit, if not in name) as its centerpiece. A global defense-in-depth would entail establishing a seamless defensive continuum characterized by enhanced visibility and numerous, rapid intercept capabilities.
• The division of responsibilities between DoD and DHS must be reexamined. The current division prevents achieving the unity of command necessary for a global defense-in-depth.

• DoD should invest more in the research and development of dual-use technologies capable of being employed by military forces as well as law enforcement agencies. Concurrently, DoD should do a better job of informing DHS (and the other organizations that play a role in homeland security) of existing dual-use technologies as well as those currently under development.

• The NSHS and the national security strategy must complement each other. Measures to defend against or eliminate the immediate threat of terrorism should go hand-in-hand with efforts to bring about other social, political, and economic policies aimed at preventing its resurgence.

• Finally, the NSHS should include a general outline of a plan for achieving global cooperation in reducing terrorism and the spread of weapons of mass destruction. Lack of such a plan suggests that the architects of the NSHS are not sure what kinds of assistance the United States needs (and is willing to give) to protect the homeland.
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